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The Recruiting Operations Team
This team is composed of Recruiting Partners and serves as your bridge to the clients
we are working with, they will notify you when we have matches that fit your background.
They work directly with the hiring managers and other decision makers once a job is listed
in our system and are the first line of screening to make sure we send our clients adequately
skilled and experienced candidates. As discussed in the last training module, the basis of our
matching relies on info from your profile about who you are, your preferences for things like
location or salary, and the contents of your resume, as well as notes by our recruiting team
that reflect the specific goals and preferences of your search. This is the view of candidates
available to Recruiting Partners and what drives our outreach.

Responding to Matches
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Bradley-Morris sends job matches once your Earliest Start Date is within 90 days. This window
is based on what we hear from most clients regarding candidate availability and highlights
the importance of this part of your profile being correct. We send matches three ways:
1 | Text messages ⊲ These include a link to a brief description of the role. If you opt in to the job
through a text, it will give you the name of the Recruiting Partner who is working on that role
and a box to tell us when you are available to speak further. If you select ‘No’ for that role,
you are given an opportunity to tell us why or navigate to the position posting listed on our
online job board for more info.
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2 | Emails ⊲ Job Alert Emails are formatted very similarly to text message alerts and are
designed to look the same when using a mobile device. Ensure we have your job seeker
email address so we don’t clog your work or personal accounts.
3 | Voicemail / Phone call ⊲ You may receive a call or a voicemail if we have something to
share that is time sensitive. This is a great opportunity to make sure your profile is accurate
and relevant to your current search! The Recruiting Partner will normally leave their number
if they leave you a message, please call them back quickly if they do.
Respond as soon as you see a match! Our best roles get the most attention from candidates
so it’s important to act quickly, especially if you receive a voicemail. If you click Yes or No on
the alerts within 48 hours, it will let our team know you’ve seen the job and have decided
one way or another and will prevent contact for the same role.

Once You Have Responded
48 to 72 hours after their initial outreach is done, our Recruiting Partners review profiles
and resumes for the candidates that have responded ‘Yes’ to their job. If you don’t have
a resume on file at this stage, your odds of being selected to interview are lower than
candidates who do. If this happens, we send you an automated email reminder with a link
to your profile where you can upload your resume.
Every client has their own unique and different hiring process, but in general,
most BMI jobs proceed along the following timeline:
1 | Our team selects the top five to seven candidates with resumes on file.
2 | Those not selected receive notification via email from the RP.
3 | RP coordinates phone calls with candidates to discuss the role further, prep them for
the interview, send along any testing materials from the client, and assemble their presentation package including resumes and our recommendations.
4 | Once presented, RPs work with candidates and clients to schedule phone interviews.
We often work ahead of this step and get pre-scheduled interview times from clients before
your resume has been selected.
5 | Once the interviews occur, we expect a call from the candidates to debrief us and share
their level of interest in the role; did it change? Are you more excited or less now that you
have learned about the company and the position?
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7 | Following site visits, a final decision is usually announced by the client and a verbal
offer made by our team to the selected candidate or candidates. Once you accept the offer,
the RPs take the appropriate steps to wind down your job search and help the client begin
the onboarding process leading to your start date.
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6 | After the first round of phone interviews, most clients select two or three finalists to bring
on-site for a final round of interviews. RPs get candidate availability and travel information
to the client and coordinate the site visit, usually within 15 days of the initial conversation.
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Why you didn’t hear back
While we are always evolving technologically in the ways we make matches, this is a business
that makes connections between human beings, imperfect as they are. There are always ways
to slip through the cracks, if you feel like you followed the steps correctly and haven’t received
appropriate follow up from our team there might be a couple of reasons why. You should always
feel comfortable reaching out to our team by phone or email if you need clarity:
We reviewed your profile and resume along with dozens or potentially hundreds of others
and determined that other candidates who expressed interest in the role have backgrounds
closer to what the client needs. This usually involves specific details of a role or must-haves
that were communicated directly to our Recruiting Team by the client.
■

Our clients are almost always using their own HR resources to fill positions, and in some cases
the client will close out our search if the position becomes filled through one of these internal
means. This usually isn’t the case for roles we work on, but when a search stretches for days
or weeks this sometimes happens.
■

Certain roles within our system receive a huge response rate from candidates, often due
to being exciting, high paying, or in an ideal location. If you take longer than 72 hours responding to such a role, you might miss the opportunity to enroll because we removed the job
from an ‘Accepting Candidates’ status due to an unusually fast response. This emphasizes
the importance of remaining engaged and in-touch with our team during your search.
■

In the rarest of cases our clients will go dark or a specific contact we are talking to will stop
responding to our team despite our outreach. In these cases, we will often shut down the job
order until that client resumes timely communication with our team.
■

Adjusting Job Alert Volume
Is your profile complete and Earliest Start Date set correctly? You might be missing out
on valuable interview opportunities if you haven’t updated your profile with your most recent
resume and made sure your start date is accurate.

■

If your Location, Compensation, or Position preferences don’t overlap with the jobs
we’re working on at any given moment, the number of matches you receive may be low.
If you widen your location or compensation preferences or include more potential position types
to consider, that can allow you to see more volume and be selected for more matches.

■
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We encourage you to research and apply to jobs on our board at jobs.bradley-morris.com.
You can review our open roles, sort by state or keyword, and let us know which roles you think
make the best fit.

■

If at any point you’re still frustrated or unsure if you’re seeing the best fits, you are encouraged
to attend a webinar with our team and discuss your search strategy.

■
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Research the company; find something on their website that you find interesting.
Customize your resume for the job, make sure you don’t leave out any relevant experience.
Get an overview of the client’s hiring process from the Recruiting Partner.
Attend a Prep Webinar and complete Interview Preparation worksheet.

Up Next
■
■
■

The Matching Process

Before the interview

Resume preparation
Interview preparation
Succeeding in person
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